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Packs, Bags and Luggage 
for all your travels
Bring your life. And tour the world. At Thule we believe in the value of an active life – 
whether you’re in the city or the great outdoors. That’s why we’ve developed a wide 
range of smart, stylish and rugged backpacks, sport and travel bags, sleeves, and cases 
to carry all your gear, devices and daily essentials.

Bring your life
 

Whether it’s exploring spectacular nature in the great outdoors or travelling the world 
with family and friends, we all have a passion for enjoying an active life.

 At Thule, we share your desire to spend more time enjoying our passions – which means 
less time worrying about how to bring all the stuff we need. For 75 years, we have been 
totally focused on developing smart, stylish products that are environmentally sound, 
high quality, safe, and easy to use. 

Wherever your passion takes you, whatever you´re bringing.
With Thule products, you’re free to live your active life to the full.

Backpacks
Custom-fit for you 
on long treks or 
weekend hikes.

Laptop 
Backpacks
Store and protect 
your daily life.

Luggage & Duffels
Tough luggage for 
stylish travel.

Laptop Bags,
Sleeves & Cases
Online and off 
the beaten track. 
Tough luggage for 
stylish travel.

Bike Bags & Racks
Smart designs for touring 
and commuting.

Phone & Tablet Cases
Stay connected and 
in control.

Sport Transport Bags
Take your active life 
on the go.

Camera Bags & Cases
Capture the moments 
that matter.
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One step further 
 
No matter how many mountains you have climbed, miles 
you have biked, slopes you have skied, or places you’ve 
seen, there are always new adventures and new things to 
experience. 

 For 75 years, we have been there to help you bring gear 
for your next adventure on your car, from your home to 
the trailhead or shore. Over the last few years, we have 
extended the choice of products to carry your gear one 
step further, developing bike cases, backpacks, and sport 
duffel bags. All the time staying true to what we do best: 
high-quality products that have smart solutions, are easy 
to use, and look good.

Book your tickets, pack your bags, and head off on new 
exciting adventures. Safely, easily, and in style.

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Ski & Snowboard Backpacks
Thule snowsport backpacks make it easier 
than ever to bring and access all the gear 
you need for a great day on the mountain.

Backpacks

 Backpacks 

Hit the trail or forge your own path. With Thule’s durable, comfortable, and easy-to-use 
backpacks, you can find the perfect size for long treks or short hikes and adjust to exactly 
fit your body. Then you’re free to experience the great outdoors.

Backpacking and Travel Backpacks
Built for multi-day trekking, Thule backpacking 
and travel backpacks help you comfortably get 
your gear to your final destination and enjoy the 
journey along the way.

Hiking Backpacks
Whether it’s an afternoon wander, a long 
day hike or a quick overnight trip, these 
backpacks have enough features for   
any adventure.

Child Carrier Backpacks
Carrying your precious cargo on the trail 
just got easier. Choose a child carrier 
backpack so you and your kid can enjoy 
nature in complete safety and comfort.

www.hebalyauto.hu
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222202
Monument

222203
Bordeaux

222000
Obsidian

222101
Poseidon

222100
Obsidian

211100
Bing

211105
Fjord
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Mikado

211103
Bing
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Fjord

211204
Fjord

211200
Bing

211201
Mikado

211202
Fjord

211203
Bing

211301
Mikado

211304
Fjord

211300
Bing

211302
Bing

211302
Fjord

222103
Bordeaux

222102
Monument

222200
Obsidian

222201
Poseidon
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Backpacking and Travel Backpacks - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Guidepost 85L 
Men’s
Extended trip 

Thule Versant 70L 
Men’s
Extended trip/Multi Day trip

Thule Guidepost 75L 
Men’s
Extended trip/Multi day trip

Thule Versant 70L 
Women’s
Extended trip/Multi Day trip

Thule Guidepost 75L 
Women’s
Extended trip/Multi day trip

Thule Versant 60L 
Men’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Guidepost 65L 
Men’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Versant 60L 
Women’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Guidepost 65L 
Women’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Versant 50L 
Men’s
Multi day trip/Overnight

Thule Versant 50L 
Women’s
Multi day trip/Overnight
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Everyone is different …
With the Thule Guidepost series, we focus on what’s important in the wild: ease of use, 
durability, and the most comfort thanks to a perfect fit.

Comfortable load thanks to a perfect fit
Carrying heavy loads comfortably over long distances, the key is to transfer the load of the 
pack to your waist and legs. The rigid yet compact TransHub suspension system has an
aluminum stay connected to a firm padded hipbelt ensuring a great load transfer.

A comfortable pack should fit your body and distribute the load and pressure optimally. 
That’s why the Thule Guidepost has up to 270 configurations to ensure a perfect fit for you.
1. Gender-specific design
2. Torso length adjustments (15 cm)
3. Shoulder strap adjustments
4. Multiple hip belt options

Easy to use so you can focus on your journey
Ease of use, adjustability, quick access, and clever ways to organize your gear are signs 
of a backpack developed by true outdoor people. Among the many smart solutions is the 
removable lid that you can use as a backpack for side trips.

Long trek? Short hike? Rely on your Thule pack
We’ve made our Thule Guidepost backpacks with the highest quality materials, putting 
them through rigorous testing both in our labs and in the real world. 

Thule Guidepost
Backpacking and Travel Backpacks 

Thule VersaClick Accessory Pouch
A roomy and versatile pouch that provides convenient 
access for everything from water bottles to sunglasses.

Thule Airport Backpack Duffel
Protects backpack from abuse and doubles as a simple 
gear duffel when traveling the globe to your next 
mountain adventure.

Add to your Thule Guidepost

Thule Guidepost
Customizable trekking pack with a perfect fit.

Backpacking and Travel Backpacks

Cords are neatly managed between your 
device in your hipbelt pocket and your 
mobile charger in the internal PowerPocket

Easily access the pack’s 
contents through a large 
zip side access panel

Angled pockets on either side 
of the bag make it easy to retrieve 
water bottles and hydrate on 
the go

Customizable hipbelt 
compatible with inter-
changeable VersaClick 
accessories (waterproof 
rolltop pocket included; 
other accessories 
sold separately)

Stow hiking poles 
or ice axes with two 
attachment loops

Easily customizable for a perfect fit with 
15cm/6in of torso adjustability and a QuickFit 
shoulder harness that allows for 3 different 
shoulder strap width settings

Keep cool and comfortable with a 
breathable back panel that allows 
air to circulate around your back 
while padded support protects 
critical contact points

Enables natural gait and improves 
balance with a pivoting hipbelt that 
allows the pack to move with you

Have two packs in one when you 
remove the lid and transform it into  
a spacious 28L summit backpack

85L Men 75L Men

75L Women

65L Men

65L Women

Create a more comfortable carry 
through the Transhub suspension 
system and reinforced hipbelt that 
effortlessly transfers the pack’s load 
to your hips

Gear stays dry during 
storms with high-visibility, 
removable rain cover
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Light in weight but heavy on features
The Thule Versant series strikes the perfect balance in offering a lightweight pack that 
doesn’t skimp on features that matter most. 

A comfortable carry through a perfect fit
A comfortable pack is a well fitting pack. And in order to have a well fitting pack, a properly 
adjusted torso and hipbelt is a must. Thule Versant packs have 12cms of torso and 15cms of 
hipbelt padding adjustment  built in. Simply choose your perfect setting and go.  

Customization is key
Wants, needs and preferences vary from person to person, and from environment to envi-
ronment. Which is why the Thule Versant backpacks offer end consumers our customizable 
VersaClick system as well incredible accessibility to all parts of the bag. From the lid to sum-
mit sling pack, to the wide top load opening and large U-zip front access, the convenience 
is there for you to pack the Thule Versant for all your outdoor needs.

Thule Versant
Light in weight but heavy on features.

Backpacking and Travel Backpacks 

60L Men70L Men

60L Women70L Women

50L Men

50L Women

Thule Versant
Backpacking and Travel Backpacks

Thule VersaClick DSLR Camera Holster
Never miss a shot with a DSLR holster that provides 
convenient access to your camera and protection on 
the trail.

Thule VersaClick mirrorless Camera Holster
Never miss a shot with a mirrorless camera holster that 
gives you easy, hip access while protecting your camera 
on the go.

Add to your Thule Versant

Customize your hipbelt storage pocket 
with our range of VersaClick accessories

Hydration compatible design features a side water 
bottle pocket and reservoir sleeve with drink tube 
exit port (reservoir sold separately)

Zippered hipbelt pocket and stretch 
side pockets store water bottles,
snacks and other small items

The floating lid can be 
adjusted to allow users to 
over pack when necessary

Hipbelt and torso adjustability 
for perfect fit

Stow hiking poles or ice axes with 
two gear attachment loops

Top lid converts to a sling 
pack for summit hikes

Front shove-it pocket 
stores extra layers

Easily access the pack’s contents through 
a large U-zip access panel to quickly get to 
gear both on and off the trail

Smart weatherproofing
Your pack is your workhorse. It’s there for you no 
matter how demanding the weather. Which is why in 
adverse conditions, your pack needs to perform at its 
peak. The drop liner and ¾ raincover combine to make 
your pack more accessible, more durable and keep 
your gear drier than a traditional raincover.
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223102
Slickrock

223101
Atlantic

223100
Obsidian

223103
Atlantic

223104
Deep Teal

223200
Obsidian

223201
Atlantic

223202
Slickrock

223204
Deep Teal
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Atlantic
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Obsidian
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Atlantic

224102
Slickrock
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Dark Shadow
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Deep Teal

224103
Atlantic

225102 M/L
Slickrock

225105 S/M
Slickrock

225100 M/L
Obsidian

225103 S/M
Obsidian

225101 M/L
Atlantic

225104 S/M
Atlantic

225106 S/M
Atlantic

225108 XS/S
Atlantic
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Deep Teal

225109 XS/S
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Hiking Backpacks - Line at-a-GlanceHiking Backpacks - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Capstone 50L 
Men’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Thule Capstone 50L 
Women’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Thule Capstone 40L 
Men’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Thule Capstone 40L 
Women’s
Overnight/Day Hike

Thule Capstone 32L 
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 35L
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule Capstone 32L 
Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 35L
Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Capstone 22L 
Men’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 20L 
Men’s/Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Capstone 22L
Women’s
Day Hike 

Thule Stir 15L 
Men’s/Women’s
Day Hike 
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Thule Capstone
Hiking Backpacks

A perfect fit for your hiking adventures
To truly enjoy the great outdoors, you need a comfortable pack. A perfect fit is a must. And the 
Thule Capstone series is designed for hikers that don’t settle for anything less. 

Adjust to exactly fit your body – on the go 
The MicroAdjust suspension system lets you customize the pack to fit your unique profile. With 
no need to remove the pack – just adjust it on your back. Making sure there is a perfect fit for all,  
Thule Capstone packs are tailored for the subtle differences between the male and female bodies.

Use your pack in comfort 
Comfort is also having a pack that lets the air flow, even on the hottest days. The Thule Capstone 
series has a tensioned mesh back panel for maximum breathability.

Designed for long-lasting performance 
A backpack is like a travelling companion you can trust at all times. We’ve made our packs out of  
the highest quality materials that last, and for their superior lightweight durability and strength.

Tested to the limit 
To make sure the Thule Capstone can endure even the toughest conditions we have put  them 
through rigorous testing, both in our labs and in the real world. Our world-class  endurance  
athletes, the Thule Adventure Team, test to ensure our backpacks withstand the most extreme  
environments, While in the Thule Test Center™, they are pushed to the limit, e.g. simulating hiking 
around the Earth.

Thule Capstone 50L & 40L
On-the-go customizable hiking pack with a perfect fit. 

50L Men 50L Women 40L Men 40L Women

Hiking Backpacks

Tensioned mesh back panel for  
unparalleled breathability

Zippered pockets in lid and  
hipbelt to store small items

Top load, side and bottom access 
make it easy to access gear on the 
trail and load and unload your pack

Hydration compatible design

Side compression straps let 
you cinch down your load or 
lash gear to the outside of 
the pack

Customizable hipbelt compatible 
with interchangeable VersaClick 
accessories (sold separately)

Conveniently stow hiking 
poles or ice axes with two 
attachment loops

Stretch fabric shove-it pocket  
for fast access to often   
used gear

Zippered pockets in lid and  
hipbelt to store small items

High-visibility, removable rain cover

MicroAdjust Suspension system lets 
you adjust your torso length 10cm/4in 
while the pack is on to easily dial in the 
perfect fit

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Capstone 32L Hiking Pack

Perfect for a day’s adventure, the Thule Capstone 32L 

has a MicroAdjust suspension system that makes the 

pack fully adjustable for the perfect fit, a tensioned 

mesh back panel for maximum breathability and a 

built in raincover.

FEATURES
• MicroAdjust Suspension system lets you adjust your torso length 10cms/4in 

while the pack is on to easily dial in the perfect fit

• Tensioned mesh back panel provides unparalleled breathability, keeping 
you cool and dry on the trail

• High-visibility, removable rain cover keeps your gear dry during storms

• Zippered pocket at the top of pack stores sunglasses and other small items

• Hipbelt pocket stores snacks, a phone and other small items and built-in 
VersaClick system allows for customizable quick access

• Stretch fabric shove-it pocket provides fast access to often used gear

Thule Capstone 22L Hiking Pack

Outfitted with a tensioned mesh back panel for 

maximum breathability, a quick access shove-it 

pocket and  built in rain cover, the Thule Capstone 22L 

is your go to pack for afternoon mountain adventures.

FEATURES
• Tensioned mesh back panel provides unparalleled breathability, keeping 

you cool and dry on the trail

• Zippered pocket at the top of pack stores sunglasses and other small items

• High-visibility, removable rain cover keeps your gear dry during storms

• Hipbelt pocket stores snacks, a phone and other small items and built-in 
VersaClick system allows for customizable quick access

• Stretch fabric shove-it pocket provides fast access to often used gear

• Side compression straps let you cinch down your load or lash gear to the 
outside of the pack

32L Men

32L Women

22L Men

22L  Women

Hiking Backpacks

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Everything you need and nothing you don’t
The Thule Stir series appeals to the user who embraces a “less is more” philosophy. While their 
needs are still demanding, these users celebrate simplicity and cherish a pack that is comfortable, 
lightweight and easily serves their gear on command. These packs are perfect for the minimalist 
looking for that lightweight “go-to” pack for day hikes and/or alpine excursions.

Easy access 
The last thing you want to do is fight with your pack to access and stow gear. Which is why the  
Thule Stir packs have a lid that opens in one fluid motion and a convenient stretch pocket to store 
your phone and other essentials on the shoulder strap 

Smart weatherproofing
Your pack is your workhorse. It’s there for you no matter how demanding the weather. Which is 
why in adverse conditions, your pack needs to perform at its peak. The drop liner and ¾ raincover 
combine to make your pack more accessible, more durable and keep your gear drier than a 
traditional raincover.

Stretch side pockets store 
water bottles, snacks and 
other small items

Hydration compatible design features a 
reservoir sleeve and drink tube exit port 
(reservoir sold separately)

Front shove-it pocket 
stores extra layers

Two hipbelt pockets store snacks, 
a phone and other small items

Drop liner base

¾ Raincover

Thule Stir 35L
Everything you need and nothing you don’t.

35L Men 35L Women

Hiking Backpacks

Thule Stir
Hiking Backpacks

Easy open lid with storm flap 
simplifies getting in and out of the 
bag and keeps weather out 

Breathable backpanel and 
shoulder straps keeps the user 
cool and dry on the trail

Stretch pocket on shoulder strap 
for phone and other small items

10cm of torso adjustability 
provides the perfect fit

Removable or tuckable hipbelt 
for around the town use

Light loop attachment point 
and reflective screen print

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Stir 15L Hiking Pack

Perfect for shorter hikes and jaunts around town, an 
ideal pack for light and fast trips. 

FEATURES
• Easy access lid with protective storm flap

• Sternum strap can be removed and hipbelt can tuck behind   
back panel for around town use

• Light loop attachment point and reflective material

• Internal mesh pocket for easy storage

• Integrated attachment points to lash gear onto

• Breathable back panel and shoulder straps keep you cool

Thule Stir 20L Hiking Pack

A versatile pack with quick-access pockets and 

organization that make it perfect for the trail or 

around-town use. 

FEATURES
• Easy access lid with protective storm flap

• Sternum strap can be removed and hipbelt can   
tuck behind back panel for around town use

• Stretch pocket on shoulder strap for phone and other small items

• Light loop attachment point and reflective material

• Internal mesh pocket for easy storage

• Front shove it pocket for quick access

Hiking Backpacks

20L Men/Women 15L Men/Women
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Bring your most precious cargo on the trail
We want to help families experience the great outdoors together. But to have a good time, 
everyone needs to be comfortable. We developed the Thule Sapling series to perfectly fit 
both parents and the child.

Perfect fit and comfort for the child 
The ergonomic seat on the Thule Sapling packs is designed to keep the child comfortable 
for hours on the trail. To ensure a perfect fit for the child, you can adjust the seat height 
and width, as well as the harness. The child’s weight is evenly distributed, avoiding pressure 
points, thanks to the ergonomic shape of the plush seat. 

Effortless changeover
The backpanel and hipbelt can be easily adjusted on the trail to make sure parents of   
different heights and body types can carry with comfort. The breathable, padded   
backpanel lets air circulate and avoids sharp pressure points.

Safety guaranteed
Carry your kids with confidence – our products can handle the toughest conditions to keep 
you and your children safe. At the Thule’s Test Center™, we test to the highest, most rigorous 
standards in the industry. Confirming these world-class standards, the Thule Sapling is also 
tested by independent, recognized testing agencies such as TÜV.

Thule Sapling Child Carrier Rain Cover
Keep your child dry with the stowable Thule Sapling Child 
Carrier Rain Cover.

Thule Sapling

Add to your Thule Sapling

Child Carrier Backpacks

Two extra roomy zippered hipbelt pockets 
that store toys, snacks and gadgets

Mirror lets you monitor  
your child

Removable backpack to store diapers, 
clothes, and other essentials

Plush, height adjustable,  
ergonomic seat

Removable stirrups let your little  
one rest their legs and readjust  
themselves on the trail

Deployable sunshade keeps your child  
cool and protected from the harsh sun

Adjustable back panel and hipbelt  
provide a perfect fit and easy   
transition between parents.

Load stabilizer straps allow on-the-
go adjustments to the backpack’s 
center of gravity.

Breathable back panel provides padding 
and support at critical contact points

Dual access loading allows  
you to load your child from  
the top or side of the carrier.

Thule Sapling Elite
A comfortable ride for both parents and kids.

Child Carrier Backpacks

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Sapling Child Carrier

Thule’s Sapling child carrier safely and comfortably 

carries your precious cargo while on the trail and 

effortlessly transitions between parents with simple  

torso and hipbelt adjustments.

FEATURES
• Fully adjustable back panel and hipbelt provide a perfect fit and comfortable 

carry and make the transition between parents quick and easy

• Mesh pockets, hydration reservoir sleeve and two large zippered compartments 
store clothes, water, diapers, rain gear, and other essentials

• Keep essentials close at hand with two roomy zippered hipbelt pockets   
that store toys, snacks and gadgets

• Load stabilizer straps allow on-the-go adjustments to the backpack’s center of 
gravity by pulling the child closer to the parent for a more comfortable carry 

• Deployable sunshade keeps your child cool and protected    
from the harsh sun

• Plush, height adjustable, ergonomic seat efficiently distributes the   
child’s weight by providing inner thigh support

Child Carrier Backpacks

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Ski & Snowboard Backpacks

Thule Upslope 35L

Backcountry focused backpack with easy access to 

gear with the pack on your back.

FEATURES
• Avalanche compartment with dedicated probe and shovel handle sleeves 

keep tools separated from dry gear in main compartment 

• Bottom loop on ski and snowboard carry quickly adjusts for varying widths 
of skis and boards and stows to prevent snagging  

• Stowable ice axe loop holds a mountain tool but can be tucked away   
to prevent snagging

• Roomy side pockets store and provide on trail access to a 1L water bottle 
or climbing skins

• Versatile carry options include A-frame and diagonal ski carry or horizontal 
and vertical snowboard carry

• Store helmet either on the bottom of the backpack for simple retrieval or 
storage while wearing the pack or on the front of the pack

Thule Upslope 20L

Easy access to gear with the pack on   

your back, when in the slopes.

FEATURES
• Bottom loop on ski and snowboard carry quickly adjusts for varying  

widths of skis and boards and stows to prevent snagging  

• Stowable ice axe loop holds a mountain tool but can be tucked away   
to prevent snagging

• Access gear in the main compartment without removing the backpack 
through a  zipper that coils around the entire pack

• Three ways to access your gear- traditional top load, sling style side access 
and main compartment access while pack is on your back 

• Versatile carry options include diagonal ski carry or horizontal and  
vertical snowboard carry

• Insulated hydration sleeve helps prevent your hose from freezing

Ski & Snowboard Backpacks
Thule Upslope

Bring your skis
For decades we have helped people travel to the mountains. Now we are joining 
them on the slopes and the backcountry.

Sharing our passion for skiing and snowboarding
You want to be free to feel the snow beneath your feet. That’s why, when designing 
the Thule Upslope, our focus was to make sure your gear is organized and does not 
interfere with your skiing. 

Your gear should be easy accessible to keep your focus on the adventure and to 
save you time at critical moments. While climbing, water and snacks should be at 
hand and your skis or snowboard well attached. Going downhill, the bag should  
keep gear well protected and out of your way.

As tough as the mountain
We’ve made the Thule Upslope with the highest quality materials, putting it through 
rigorous testing both in our labs and in the real world. 

www.hebalyauto.hu
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When the going gets tough. The toughest test for your gear can be travelling to your 
destination. Take on the airport in style with Thule’s good-looking, rugged and highly 
functional rollers, carry-ons and duffel bags.

Luggage & Duffels

Thule Subterra Collection
A complete line of high quality, sleek and 
contemporary travel bags and luggage for 
the modern business traveler. 

Thule Crossover Collection
Rugged and surprisingly lightweight 
travel bags and luggage with a variety 
of smart features. 

Thule Chasm Collection
From adventuring to vacationing, 
these duffels fit all essential gear.

 Luggage & Duffels
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For the modern business traveler
In 2011, Thule expanded into the luggage category with the Thule Crossover; a series of travel gear 
targeting the active lifestyle consumer. It was a natural progression for the brand, combining Thule’s 
industry leading engineers with a world class design team. Since it’s debut, Thule Crossover received 
numerous accolades including Outside Magazine’s Gear of the Year Award (March 2011), International 
Travel Goods Association 1st place Product Innovation Award (March 2011), and Men’s Journal’s Gear 
of the Year Award (December 2012). Taking off from the success of the Thule Crossover, we are very 
proud to announce a new product line geared towards the modern business traveler. 

Much like the Thule Crossover, the Thule Subterra leverages our award winning design team with 
world-class Thule engineering. The result: a complete line of high quality, sleek and contemporary 
travel bags and luggage with focus on smart design and ease of use for the active business traveler. 
Whether it’s a bike path, a trailhead or an airport, Thule has been designing products for over 70 
years that help you bring what is most important to your journey. From city to summit and everything 
in between, Thule helps you Bring your life.

Thule Subterra
Thule Subterra Collection

Thule Subterra Carry-On 55cm/22”
A sleek and durable 2-weel carry-on complete with a compression 

panel to maximize packing space and minimize wrinkling.

Thule Subterra Collection

Smooth lifting and rearranging in 
overhead bins with top, side and 
bottom grab handles

Quick access to keys, wallet 
and smaller items through 
zippered mesh pocket

Bag design absorbs the impact of travel 
due to the durable exoskeleton and 
molded polycarbonate back panel

Built in ID card slot simplifies 
identification of bag

Smooth and easy transport due to 
tough oversized wheels and  V-Tubing   
telescoping handles

Protects contents from the 
elements due to the durable, 
water-resistant materials

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Subterra Luggage 55cm/22”
A 2-in-1 piece of checked luggage that conveniently splits   

into two independent carry-on compliant pieces.

Thule Subterra Collection

Smooth lifting and rearranging in 
overhead bins with top, side and 
bottom grab handles

Quick access to keys, wallet 
and smaller items through 
zippered mesh pocket

Bag design absorbs the impact of travel 
due to the durable exoskeleton and 
molded polycarbonate back panel

Built in ID card slot simplifies 
identification of bag

Smooth and easy transport due to 
tough oversized wheels and  V-Tubing   
telescoping handles

Keeps belongings in place 
throughout travel due to 
external compression straps

Thule Subterra Luggage 70cm/28”
A spacious rolling duffel with wide-mouth access and divided main 

compartment to easily pack and organize your travel essentials.

Thule Subterra Collection

Smooth lifting and rearranging with top, 
side and bottom grab handles

Keeps belongings in place 
throughout travel due to 
external compression straps

Bag design absorbs the impact of travel 
due to the durable exoskeleton and 
molded polycarbonate back panel

Built in ID card slot simplifies 
identification of bag

Quick access to keys, wallet 
and smaller items through 
zippered mesh pocket

Smooth and easy transport due to 
tough oversized wheels and  V-Tubing   
telescoping handles

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Subterra Carry-On 40L
A versatile, soft-sided carry-on designed to help maximize   

packing space. Includes a separate sleek laptop sleeve for   

travel convenience.

Thule Subterra Collection

Keeps belongings organized 
and contained with the 
zippered mesh divider in the 
main compartment

Can be carried as a backpack and as a 
shoulder bag (all straps tuck away when 
not in use)

Quick access to keys, wallet 
and smaller items through 
zippered mesh pocket

Smooth lifting and rearranging in 
overhead bins with top, side and 
bottom grab handles

Laptop and tablet can be carried separate 
from the bag with removable sleeve 
with tablet storage, PowerPocket, and 
accessory organization

Thule Subterra Backpack 34L
Dual-purpose pack functions as a travel bag or an everyday 

backpack. Use the packing cube for effortless travel and remove  

for daily use.

Thule Subterra Collection

Comfortable to carry due to breathable 
perforated EVA shoulder straps with mesh 
covering and padded back panel with air 
flow channels

Make traveling easier by attaching to rolling 
luggage using the pass-through panel

Securely keep small items 
within reach in the zippered 
side pocket

Easily access contents through wide roll 
top opening with magnetic closure

Quickly retrieve internal contents through 
zippered side access panel Access your laptop through the top-loading 

compartment or through the side zipper

Protect your tablet in the 
dedicated storage pocket 
with soft, interior lining

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Subterra Collection - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Subterra Carry-On 55cm/22” Thule Subterra Luggage 55cm/22” Thule Subterra Luggage 70cm/28” Thule Subterra Carry-On 40L

Thule Subterra Backpack 34L

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Crossover Collection

Thule Crossover Carry-on 
22”/56cm

Do travels call for a roller or a 

backpack? With hide-away, air mesh 

shoulder straps, the answer does not 

matter with this one-of-a-kind  

hybrid upright.

FEATURES
• Padded, top load pouch holds up to a 15” 

MacBook Pro® or PC

• Hide-away backpack straps allow for quick and 
easy shouldering of this carry-on roller

• The wheels face away from body when roller 
is used as a backpack, allowing for a clean, 
comfortable carrying experience

• Lightweight, durable fabric is also water-resistant

Thule Crossover Rolling 
22”/58cm Carry-on with 
Suiter

For any globe-trotter incorporating 

adventure into business travel,  

this expandable roller offers  

features to protect and organize   

everyday essentials.

FEATURES  
• 22” rolling upright fits easily into most overhead 

bins for US domestic airlines*

• *Must be checked when expanded

• 22” meets most US domestic carry-on 
regulations.  Always check the carry-on policy 
prior to departure

• Heat-molded, crush-proof SafeZone 
compartment protects eyewear, portable 
electronics and other fragile gear (compartment 
locks and can be removed for extra cargo room)

Thule Crossover 56L 
Rolling Duffel

The ideal gear bag with a wide 

mouth access to easily load helmets, 

boots, gloves, jackets and other 

travel essentials. 

FEATURES
• Aluminum hardware and water-resistant fabrics 

combine to create a lightweight, durable bag

• Durable exoskeleton and a molded 
polypropylene back panel absorb the impact of 
rugged travel

• Tough, oversized wheels and Thule V-Tubing 
telescoping handles guarantee a smooth, steady 
and straight pull for years

• Compression straps customize the bag to the 
size of your load

Thule Crossover 87L 
Rolling Duffel

Large capacity gear bag with a wide 

mouth access to easily load helmets, 

boots, gloves, jackets and other 

travel essentials. 

FEATURES
• Aluminum hardware and water-resistant fabrics 

combine to create a lightweight, durable bag

• Durable exoskeleton and a molded 
polypropylene back panel absorb the impact of 
rugged travel

• Tough, oversized wheels and Thule V-Tubing 
telescoping handles guarantee a smooth, steady 
and straight pull for years

• Compression straps customize the bag to the 
size of your load

Thule Crossover Collection

Thule Crossover 40L 
Duffel Pack

The perfect bag for traveling abroad. 

This hybrid backpack/duffel with 

backpanel access ensures security of 

the gear inside.

FEATURES
• Aluminum hardware and water-resistant fabrics 

combine to create a lightweight, durable bag

• Heat-molded, crush-proof SafeZone™ 
compartment protects eyewear, portable 
electronics and other fragile gear (compartment 
locks and can be removed for extra cargo room)

• Raised rails give your bag and gear  
extra protection

• Zippered rear panel access for quick retrieval of 
gear/clothing

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Chasm
Thule Chasm Collection

The ideal travel companion
Thule Chasm is the ideal companion on any travel adventure – big or small.  Durable, weather- 
resistant, and with smart features like the wide mouth opening, side access, and removable  
padded straps, Thule Chasm makes it easy to travel on your own terms – and still bring all the  
gear you’ll need. 

Available in four sizes, ranging from small (40 liters) to X-large (130 liters), and several attractive 
colors, Thule Chasm is a versatile, robust and stylish bag that will hold just about anything.

Easy to carry
When you’re travelling, you want to live in the moment. Thule Chasm gives you the flexibility  
of a conventional duffle on your shoulder or as a backpack when you want to head off on an  
adventure. The padded straps are quick to remove and adjust depending on your need.

What’s more, the daisy chain lash points even make it possible to attach the duffel to a roof 
rack or to add gear to the bag.

Easy to pack and access your gear
The oversized, wide mouth opening and practical side access make Thule Chasm easy to pack and 
easy to get to your gear. There is a lockable, zippered side pocket plus convenient interior mesh 
pockets for organizing smaller items and making them even easier to reach. And rest assured that 
your gear is always safe and secure – Thule Chasm is made of a durable waterproof tarpaulin fabric 
that protects contents from the elements and also folds for easy storage. 

Thule Chasm
With a wide mouth opening and removable backpack straps, these 

rugged, weather-resistant duffels are your go-to gear hauler for  

any adventure.

Thule Chasm Collection

Can be carried in three different 
ways: as a backpack, as a shoulder 
bag and as a duffel (all straps tuck 
away when not in use)

Easy access to contents 
through oversized, wide 
mouth opening

Quick access to smaller items 
through external stash pocket

Keeps gear organized and contained 
with internal mesh pockets

Padded bottom protects 
your gear from the ground

Protects contents from the 
elements and folds for easy 
storage due to the durable and 
waterproof tarpaulin fabric

Small 40L

Medium 70L

Easy to prevent contents from 
falling to the bottom of the bag in 
backpack mode thanks to external 
compression straps

Large 90L

X-Large 130L

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Chasm Collection - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Chasm Small 40L Thule Chasm Medium 70L Thule Chasm Large 90L Thule Chasm X-Large 130L

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Panniers and Bike Bags
Thule panniers have what you need for 
all trips. Easy access, great design and 
a ground breaking vanishing hardware 
solution to make your bike ride easier.

Bring your life on two wheels. Thule’s stylish and rugged bag and rack system for bikes is 
packed with smart solutions. Ideal for long journeys or short commutes, Thule Bike Bags & Racks 
includes pannier and handlebar products plus racks and side frames.

Bike Bags & Racks

Racks & Baskets
Thule patented racks fit virtually any 
bicycle. The ideal choice for both bike 
vacations and commuting.

Handlebar Products
Thule handlebar solutions make maximum 
use of the space with attachments for bags 
or accessories.

 Bike Bags & Racks

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Panniers and Bike Bags - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Shield Pannier Large Thule Shield Pannier Small

Thule Pack ’n Pedal   
Commuter Pannier

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Adventure 
Touring Pannier Large

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Adventure 
Touring Pannier Small

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Tote Thule Pack ’n Pedal Trunk Bag Thule Pack ’n Pedal Seat Bag

Thule Shield Handlebar Bag Thule Shield Seat Bag Large

Thule Shield Seat Bag Small

Panniers and Bike Bags - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Commuter Backpack

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Panniers and Bike Bags

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Adventure  
Touring Pannier

Lightweight, durable and waterproof pannier ideal for 

rear mounting with attachment system that makes it 

easy to carry on and off the bike.

FEATURES
• Vanishing hardware system flips away when carried off the bike to  

provide maximum carrying comfort

• Attachment system is easy to use, secure and vibration-free

• Exterior translucent pockets allow safety light to be used and stored   
in one convenient location 

• Waterproof, roll-top design keeps contents dry

• Reflective strips increase visibility

• Compression straps keep contents securely in place

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Adventure Touring 
Pannier Large

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Adventure Touring
Pannier Small

Thule Shield Pannier

These multi.-purpose panniers deliver on both safety 

and protection with reflective elements and a roll-top, 

waterproof design.

FEATURES
• Keeps contents dry and dust free due to the IP64 welded construction  

and roll-top closure

• Install and remove quickly with easy-to-use clip system and lower  
magnetic mount

• Improved visibility due to reflective elements throughout the bag

• Added safety with convenient light attachment point

• Keep smaller items organized in interior pockets

• Multiple carrying options with integrated grab handle and   
detachable shoulder straps

Thule Shield  
Pannier Large

Thule Shield  
Pannier Small

Panniers and Bike Bags

Thule Commuter Backpack

This stylish, waterproof backpack is perfect for 

commuting by bike in all-weather conditions or 

hauling gear to your favorite spot.

FEATURES
• Waterproof main compartment with roll top closure keeps content dry

• Hideaway helmet attachment system securley holds your helmet when  
not in use

• Hideaway high visibility rain cover with reflective screen print for  
increased bag protection

• Heat-molded, crush-proof SafeZone compartment protects sunglasses, 
smartphone or other fragile gear

• Padded, removable 15” laptop compartment with tablet sleeve sits on top 
of the bag rather than against your back for greater comfort

• 360 degree reflective elements increase visibility from all angles

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Panniers and Bike Bags

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Commuter Pannier

An ideal choice for bike commuters, 

this waterproof pannier features 

innovative hardware, integrated light 

pockets and a laptop sleeve.

FEATURES
• Vanishing hardware system flips away when 

carried off the bike to provide maximum  
carrying comfort

• Attachment system is easy to use, secure and 
vibration-free

• Exterior translucent pockets allow safety light to 
be used and stored in one convenient location  

• Waterproof, roll-top design keeps contents dry

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Tote

Urban style bike bags inspired by 

re-usable totes. Easily transformed 

into a carry bag with comfortable 

handles or shoulder strap.

FEATURES
• Wide-mouth opening allows for larger items to 

fit easily inside.

• Vanishing hardware system flips away when 
carried off the bike to provide maximum  
carrying comfort

• Attachment system is easy to use, secure and 
vibration-free

• Exterior translucent pockets allow safety light to 
be used and stored in one convenient location  

Thule Pack ’n Pedal  
Trunk Bag

This handy trunk bag offers 11 liters 

of waterproof storage and mounts 

to any front or rear bike rack.

FEATURES
• Roll-top closure and welded seams provide 

waterproof protection for your gear

• Exterior translucent pockets allow safety light to 
be used and stored in one convenient location 

• Roll-top closure doubles as a convenient  
carrying handle

• Simple hook and loop attachments  
provide secure rack mounting and quick 
installation/removal

Thule Pack ’n Pedal  
Seat Bag

Under seat bag with smart tool wrap 

to keep your tools organized and 

easy to get when you need them.

FEATURES
• Fits virtually any seat

• Easy under seat fitting

• Internal tool wrap keeps everything organized

• Room for spare tube, favorite tools and   
CO2 cartridges

Thule Shield Handlebar Bag
This compact, waterproof 10 liter bag allows cyclists to store 

important items close at hand.

Panniers and Bike Bags

Keep your phone and map visible and dry 
in the clear map/phone pocket

Quick access to snacks or 
other small items in mesh 
side pockets

This compact, waterproof bag allows 
cyclists to keep important items close at 
hand when traveling or commuting

Added safety with integrated 
attachment point for safety light

Increased visibility due to reflective accents 

Keeps contents dry and 
dust free due to the IP54 
welded construction and 
roll-top closure 

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Shield Seat Bag
Under seat bag to keep your tools organized and    

easy to get to when you need them.

Panniers and Bike Bags

Quick access to spare 
tubes, tools and CO2 
cartridges

Keeps contents dry and dust free due 
to the IP54 welded construction and 
roll-top closure 

Easily attaches to 
almost all seats

Keep tools organized 
and dry in these under 
seat bags with a roll-top 
closure and waterproof 
design

Racks & Baskets - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Tour Rack Thule Pack ’n Pedal Basket Thule Pack ’n Pedal Side Frames Thule Pack ’n Pedal Rack Adapter 
Bracket Magnet

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Pannier 
Magnet+Attachment

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Rail  
Extender Kit

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Tour Rack
Patented rack attachment system works on virtually any bicycle 

from full suspension mountain bikes to commuters and everything 

in between.

Patented rack attaches to the front 
or rear of most bicycles, from full 
suspension mountain bikes to 
commuter and road bikes Rack remains secure under heavy loads 

with rubberized grips that prevent 
sliding and protect bicycle frame

Installation and removal is easy with 
convenient access to mounting system

Improved clearance, accommodating 
tires up to 29 x 2.5”

Stay visible with the integrated 
light/reflector mount

Pedal comfortably with adjustable 
deck and rails that provide maximum 
heel clearance

Racks & Baskets

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Basket

This versatile and stylish bike basket securely mounts 

to front or rear bike racks and delivers plenty of added 

storage space.

FEATURES
• Lightweight basket is designed to safely accommodate small and large 

items (up to two grocery bags)

• Easy to install and remove with readily available tools

• Attaches to bike rack decks/rails on the front or rear of the bike  
(rack sold separately)

• Quality design with aluminum accents is built to last

• Fits best on Thule racks, but will work on virtually any bike rack

Racks & Baskets

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Pack ’n Pedal  
Side Frames

Accessory for Thule Pack ’n Pedal 

Tour Rack that allows virtually any 

type of pannier to be used.

FEATURES
• Second lower rail allows for lower pannier 

mounting and better bike handling

• Easy to install

• Silent and vibration free performance

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Rack 
Adapter Bracket Magnet

Accessory to attach   

Thule Pack ’n Pedal pannier  

magnet onto virtually any   

other bike rack. 

FEATURES
• Attach the Thule magnet to the adapter bracket 

for attachment to virtually any type of bike rack

• Versatile design allows for a variety of 
attachment options

• One adapter bracket included in Thule panniers 
and also sold separately

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Pannier Magnet 
+Attachment

Replacement or extra magnet for 

Thule Pack ’n Pedal panniers.

FEATURES
• Rare earth magnet that secures lower part of 

Thule Pack ’n Pedal panniers

• Part of patent pending “vanishing  
hardware” attachment solution for  
Thule Pack ’n Pedal Panniers

• Works with all Thule Pack ’n Pedal Panniers

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Rail 
Extender Kit

Accessory for use with   

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Tour Rack  

to extend the foot clearance  

with panniers.

FEATURES
• Easily attaches to Thule Pack ’n Pedal Tour Rack 

rails in order to slide Thule Pack ’n Pedal panniers 
further back on the bike

• Creates more clearance for pedaling action   
if needed

• Can be used on front or rear mounted  
Thule Pack ’n Pedal Tour Rack

Racks & Baskets Handlebar Products - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Light Holder

Thule Smartphone Bike MountThule Single Handlebar Mount Thule Pack ’n Pedal Basic 
Handlebar Bag

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Bike Wallet Thule Pack ’n Pedal iPad/Map Sleeve Thule Pack ’n Pedal Handlebar Bag

Thule Pack ’n Pedal Dual 
Handlebar Mount

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Handlebar Products

Smartphone can be viewed in two 
different ways: portrait or landscape

Keep smartphone safe and secure due 
to textured side clamps and additional 
silicone web

Thule Smartphone Bike Mount
Mount virtually any smartphone to the Thule Handlebar Mount   

to provide easy access to GPS data and other apps.

Effortlessly access apps, navigation, 
music and more by mounting a 
smartphone to standard bicycle 
handlebars

Quick and easy to install onto 
100084 Thule Single Handlebar 
Mount (included)

Handlebar Products

Quick and easy to install

Compatible with all Thule Pack’n Pedal 
and Thule Shield handlebar bags and 
accessories

Thule Single Handlebar Mount
Patent pending handlebar mounting system with attachments for    

one accessory, either forward or facing the rider.

A lightweight handlebar mounting 
system for quick access to Thule 
handlebar bags and accessories

Effortlessly mount Thule bags or 
accessories facing the rider or 
facing forward

Securely snap accessories in and out in 
seconds with easy accessory mounting 
and releasing push button lock

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Pack ’n Pedal Basic 
Handlebar Bag

This compact, waterproof 9 liter bag 

allows cyclists to store important 

items close at hand.

FEATURES
• Waterproof, roll-top design keeps contents dry

• Integrated loop allows for safety light attachment 
to the front of the bag

• Reflective strips increase visibility

• Roll-top closure doubles as a convenient  
carrying handle

Handlebar Products

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Handlebar Mount

Patent pending handlebar mounting 

system uniquely has attachments 

for two accessories one forward and 

one facing the rider.

FEATURES
• A must for the cyclist who wants to fully utilize 

the handlebar space

• Fully adjustable circular and stylish design

• Easy snap in/out function for bags  
and accessories

Thule Pack ’n Pedal iPad/
Map Sleeve

Great for bicycle touring or for 

mounting on your indoor trainer.  

Perfect fit for standard Apple iPad or 

any 10” tablet. 

FEATURES
• Easy access and use through clear cover

• Waterproof protection

• Easy click in/out from Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Handlebar Attachment

• Also great for standard paper maps

Thule Pack ’n Pedal  
Bike Wallet

Organizer for smartphones, keys or 

other small items.

FEATURES
• Easy access and great for use with GPS apps 

through transparent cover

• Easy click in/out from Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Handlebar Attachment

• Includes rain cover

Thule Pack ’n Pedal  
Light Holder

Organize your bicycle headlight, 

battery and wires with this simple 

click in/out attachment system.

FEATURES
• Organizes light, battery and wires into one  

simple attachment

• Mounts/dismounts in seconds so user can easily 
take their valuable light with them

• Works with virtually any type of light/ 
battery setup

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Handlebar Bag

Unique aerodynamic design works 

great for items like a camera or 

nutrition that you want within easy 

reach while riding.

FEATURES
• Dual opening for easy access either while riding 

or carrying off the bike

• Easy click in/out from Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Handlebar Attachment

• Weatherproof and breathable main material

• Includes rain cover

Handlebar Products

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Ski, Boot & Snowboard Bags
Thule makes it easy to take your 
snowboards, skis and boots with you on 
any  winter adventure.  Rest assured, with 
Thule ski, boot and snowboard bags, your 
gear will always arrive safely.

Take your active life on the go. Thule’s Sport Transport Bags allow you to take your sports 
gear wherever your journey takes you.  Ideal for air travel, you can be sure that your gear 
will safely get to where you want to be so you can do what you love to do.

Sport Transport Bags

Bike Travel Cases
Now getting your bike to any destination 
is easier than ever with a complete 
assortment of bike transport cases.

 Sport Transport Bags 
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Bike Travel Cases

Thule RoundTrip Pro XT

Soft shell bike case with integrated bike assembly 

stand makes traveling with your bike simple.

FEATURES
• Integrated bike assembly stand doubles as a convenient bike holder and 

assembly stand making it easy to assemble and disassemble your bike

• Integrated wheels and handles for easy transport and maneuverability

• Lightweight and easy to store with folding side panels and   
collapsible frame

• Rugged nylon shell expands around aluminum Click-Rail to   
protect bike during transport

• Thru axle adapters for 15mm and 20mm axles included

• Nylon wheel bags prevent frame and wheel contact

Thule RoundTrip Transition 

This hard shell premium bike  

case with integrated bike work  

stand makes traveling with your   

bike simple.

FEATURES
• The combination of ABS construction and the 

aluminum ClickRail protects bike during transport

• Integrated bike stand doubles as a convenient 
bike holder and work stand

• Nylon wheel bags prevent frame and  
wheel contact

• Integrated wheels for easy transport

Thule RoundTrip Traveler

This lightweight bike case combines 

a tough and durable exterior with 

an integrated mounting system that 

makes it an easy and secure way to 

travel with your bike.

FEATURES
• External bike wheel pockets store and protect 

wheels (up to 29”) during transport

• Fixed fork block keeps your bike in a secure 
upright position while traveling

• Integrated wheels and multiple external handles 
make it easy to maneuver your bag while on 
the road

• Multiple internal pockets allow you to stow 
loose items and keep them away from your bike 
4during transport

Ski, Boot & Snowboard Bags - Line at-a-Glance

Thule RoundTrip 
Boot Backpack

Thule RoundTrip 
Double Ski Roller

Thule RoundTrip 
Double Snowboard Roller

Thule RoundTrip 
Single Ski Carrier

Thule RoundTrip 
Single Snowboard Carrier
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Thule RoundTrip  
Boot Backpack

Keep your feet dry, your goggles 

safe and gear organized with the 

Thule RoundTrip boot backpack.  

FEATURES
• Back panel access door flips down and doubles 

as standing mat when changing into boots 

• Heat-molded, crush proof SafeZone 
compartment protects your goggles,  
sunglasses, iPhone, portable electronics  
and other fragile gear 

• Built in loops let you quickly connect the Boot 
Backpack to Thule’s RoundTrip rolling ski and 
snowboard bags  

• Two spacious side pockets store outwear, gloves 
and accessories 

Thule RoundTrip  
Double Ski Roller

Protects both your skis and clothes 

with generous reinforcement along 

the tips and tails of the roller and 

internal cinch top sleeves.

FEATURES
• Integrated tip and tail reinforcement with  

durable, waterproof tarpaulin material and  
extra thick padding

• Padded cinch-top sleeves slide over snowboard 
tips for enhanced protection and keep outerwear 
and layers safe from sharp snowboard edges

• Built in loops let you quickly connect the  
Thule Boot Backpack for easy transport  
when traveling

• Integrated wheels for easy transport

Thule RoundTrip Double 
Snowboard Roller

Protects both your snowboard and 

clothes with generous reinforcement 

along the tips and tails of the roller 

and internal cinch top sleeves.

FEATURES
• Integrated tip and tail reinforcement with  

durable, waterproof tarpaulin material and  
extra thick padding

• Padded cinch-top sleeves slide over snowboard 
tips for enhanced protection and keep outerwear 
and layers safe from sharp snowboard edges

• Built in loops let you quickly connect the  
Thule Boot Backpack for easy transport  
when traveling

• Integrated wheels for easy transport

Thule RoundTrip  
Single Ski Carrier

Protects both your skis and clothes 

with generous reinforcement along 

the tips and tails of the carrier and 

internal cinch top sleeves.

FEATURES
• Durable, waterproof tarpaulin material and extra 

thick padding protect ski’s tip and tail

• Padded cinch-top sleeves slide over ski tips 
and tails for enhanced protection and also keep 
outerwear and layers safe from sharp ski edges

• Internal compartment separates and protects 
poles from skis and other gear 

• External compression straps prevent gear from 
shifting inside the carrier 

Ski, Boot & Snowboard Bags

Thule RoundTrip Single 
Snowboard Carrier

Protects both your snowboard and 

clothes with generous reinforcement 

along the tips and tails of the carrier 

and internal cinch top sleeves.

FEATURES
• Durable, waterproof tarpaulin material and extra 

thick padding protects board’s tip and tail

• Padded cinch-top sleeves slide over snowboard 
tips for enhanced protection and keep outerwear 
and layers safe from sharp snowboard edges

• Removable cushioned shoulder strap and 
conveniently located grab handles allow for  
easy transport

• Lockable zippers deter theft   
(lock sold separately)

Ski, Boot & Snowboard Bags
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Explore the urban jungle. Designed for city living yet inspired by the great outdoors, 
Thule’s attractive daypacks and messenger bags store and protect your daily life. Carry 
your laptop, tablet and everyday essentials with security and style.

Laptop Backpacks

Thule Subterra Backpacks
Contemporary travel backpacks with focus 
on smart design and ease of use for the 
active business traveler.

Thule Paramount Backpacks
Urban-inspired packs with superior 
protection for electronic devices and 
personal gear.

Thule Crossover Backpacks
Organization for the workweek with room 
to pack in other endeavors.

Thule EnRoute Backpacks
Outdoor inspired packs to protect all of 
your weekday gear.

 Laptop Backpacks 
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Thule Subterra Backpack 30L
A large and durable laptop backpack with electronics protection 

and a PowerPocket to manage cords between your device & 

mobile charger.

Thule Subterra Backpacks

Padded interior pocket 
protects your phone, sun-
glasses or other valuables

Zippered side pocket keeps 
small items secure and 
within reach

Effortless travel thanks to secure 
attachment to rolling luggage 
using the pass-through panel

Enhanced carry support from 
the adjustable and removable 
sternum strap

Access to laptop through the top-loading 
compartment or through the side zipper

Comfortable to carry due to breathable 
perforated EVA shoulder straps with mesh 
covering and padded back panel with air 
flow channels

Thule Subterra Backpack 23L
A sleek laptop backpack that protects electronics and includes  

a PowerPocket to manage cords between your device &  

mobile charger.

Thule Subterra Backpacks

Padded interior pocket 
protects your phone, sun-
glasses or other valuables

Zippered side pocket keeps 
small items secure and 
within reach

Effortless travel thanks to secure 
attachment to rolling luggage 
using the pass-through panel

Enhanced carry support from 
the adjustable and removable 
sternum strap

Comfortable to carry due to breathable 
perforated EVA shoulder straps with mesh 
covering and padded back panel with air 
flow channels
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Thule Paramount 24L 
Backpack

A durable, rolltop pack designed 

for city life with top-of-the-line 

protection for electronics and 

multi-access points to easily grab 

belongings while on-the-go.

FEATURES
• Dual-density laptop sleeve with secure flap 

closure and SafeEdge construction for superior 
corner protection

• Protective slip pocket for tablet with soft  
interior lining

• Two-way access to laptop and tablet through 
top-loading compartment or side zipper

• Welded bottom panels provide enhanced 
protection from the elements

Thule Paramount 29L 
Backpack 

A rugged, urban-inspired pack 

with top-of-the-line protection for 

electronics, secure flap opening and 

multi-access points to personal gear.

FEATURES
• Dual-density laptop sleeve with secure flap 

closure and SafeEdge construction for superior 
corner protection

• Protective slip pocket for tablet with soft  
interior lining

• Two-way access to laptop and tablet through 
top-loading compartment or side zipper

• Welded bottom panels provide enhanced 
protection from the elements

Thule Paramount BackpacksThule Subterra Backpacks

Thule Crossover 25L 
Backpack 

Bring your day in this durable 

backpack with dedicated electronics 

protection plus feature-rich storage 

for all essential gear.

FEATURES
• Padded, integrated laptop compartment holds 

up to a 15” MacBook Pro® or PC

• Padded iPad® sleeve

• Crushproof SafeZone compartment for 
sunglasses and fragile gear includes a  
dedicated phone pocket

• SafeZone compartment can be locked or 
removed altogether for extra space

Thule Crossover 32L 
Backpack

Tackle your work week or weekend 

adventures in this durable pack  

with dedicated electronics 

protection, roomy compartments 

and organization.

FEATURES
• Padded, zippered compartment with dedicated 

storage for a 15” MacBook Pro® or PC, an iPad® 
and a slip pocket for files

• Crushproof SafeZone compartment for 
sunglasses and fragile gear includes a  
dedicated phone pocket

• SafeZone compartment can be locked or 
removed altogether for extra space

• The Shove-it Pocket with compression straps 
provides additional external storage for a jacket 
or newspaper

Thule Crossover  
Sling Pack

Quickly access your gear and 

electonics while on-the-go with this 

comfortable, low-profile sling.

FEATURES
• Padded compartment holds up to a 13” MacBook 

Pro® or PC

• Organization compartment stores maps, 
magazines and electronics

• Easy access pockets organize nutrition, hydration 
and small sports accessories

• Water-resistant fabrics and zippers combine to 
create a lightweight, protective bag

Thule Crossover 21L 
BackPack

The ideal pack for travel and daily 

city excursions, this lightweight bag is 

designed to fit it all. 

FEATURES
• Main compartment has an elevated laptop sleeve 

for your 15’’ Macbook Pro®, a padded sleeve for 
your iPad® and zippered mesh pocket to store 
additional items

• Back panel zipper allows for quick access to an 
iPad® without opening the main compartment

• Heat-molded, crush proof SafeZone compartment 
protects your iPhone® and sunglasses

• Airflow channels on back panel provide ventilation

Thule Crossover Backpacks

Thule Subterra 25L 
Backpack

Commuter-inspired Daypack with 

flexible capacity, quick-access 

compartments and dedicated 

protection for a 15” MacBook® plus 

iPad®/10.1” tablet.

FEATURES
• SafeEdge Construction lines MacBook 

compartment for superior bumper protection

• Protective tablet pocket with soft interior lining

• Two-way access to laptop and tablet through 
top-loading compartment or side zipper

• Removable SafeZone compartment protects 
sunglasses, smartphone or other fragile items
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Thule EnRoute Escort 2 
Backpack

A 27 Liter daypack with ample  

space for daily gear and SafeEdge 

laptop protection.

FEATURES
• Fits a 15” MacBook Pro®/15.6” PC plus a tablet

• SafeEdge construction laptop compartment plus 
padded tablet sleeve

• Crushproof SafeZone compartment for 
sunglasses and fragile gear includes a dedicated 
phone pocket

• Laptop compartment doubles as storage for a 
hydration reservoir (reservoir not included)

Thule EnRoute Blur 2 
Backpack

A 24 Liter daypack designed  

with smart storage options to  

quickly access gear and SafeEdge 

laptop protection.

FEATURES
• Fits a 15” MacBook Pro®/15.6” PC plus a tablet

• SafeEdge construction laptop compartment plus 
padded tablet sleeve

• Crushproof SafeZone compartment for 
sunglasses and fragile gear includes a dedicated 
phone pocket

• Expandable drop pocket for quick access storage

Thule EnRoute Triumph 2 
Backpack

A 21 Liter pack with SafeEdge laptop 

protection and compartments for 

essential daily gear.

FEATURES
• Fits a 15” MacBook®/14.1” PC plus a tablet

• SafeEdge construction laptop sleeve for corner 
protection plus slip pocket for tablet

• Crushproof SafeZone compartment for 
sunglasses, smartphone and other fragile gear

• Expandable drop pocket for quick access storage

Thule EnRoute Backpacks

Thule EnRoute 18L 
Backpack

Whether work or play, this 18L pack 

with SafeEdge laptop protection is 

perfect for the daily commute or the 

weekend adventure.

FEATURES
• Protects your laptop (15” MacBook Pro® or  

14.0” PC)  in the padded laptop sleeve with 
SafeEdge construction

• Protective tablet pocket with soft interior lining

• Padded interior pocket protects your phone, 
sunglasses or other valuables

• Convenient organization pockets help you easily 
locate smaller items

• Quick access to smaller items through  
front pocket

• Quickly access a water bottle through the 
expandable mesh side pocket 

• Reflective lash points hideaway when not in use

•  Comfortable to carry due to breathable  
back panel

Thule EnRoute 13L 
Backpack

Whether work or play, this 13L pack 

with SafeEdge laptop protection is 

perfect for the daily commute or the 

weekend adventure.

FEATURES
• Protects your 13” MacBook or 13” PC   

in the padded laptop sleeve with   
SafeEdge construction

• Protective tablet pocket with soft interior lining

• Convenient organization pockets help you easily 
locate smaller items

• Quick access to smaller items through  
front pocket

• Quickly access a water bottle through the 
expandable mesh side pocket

• Reflective lash points hideaway when not in use

•  Comfortable to carry due to breathable  
back panel
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Laptop Bags
Carry your computer in safety and 
in style – even when life is fast-paced.

Laptop Sleeves & Cases
Stylish, fitted cases for your MacBook or 
PC that stands up to the pace of your life.

Bring adventure to your digital life. Inspired by our products for your 
active life in the great outdoors, Thule’s stylish fitted sleeves and 
cases let you take your laptop with you. Wherever you go.

Laptop Bags, Sleeves & Cases

 Laptop Bags, Sleeves & Cases 
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Thule Subterra Laptop Bag
Multi-compartment, organizational bag for a 15,6”   

laptop, tablet, documents and accessories.

Laptop Bags

Carry comfortably with 
removable, padded 
shoulder strap

Durable and water-resistant 
Oxford materials

Easily access and organize small 
accessories with front loading 
organization panel, pockets, and 
pen loops

Protect your phone while still 
having quick access in zippered 
pocket with soft lining

Laptop Bags Laptop Sleeves & Cases 

Thule Subterra Sleeve

Durable, plush-lined sleeve for an 11” MacBook® Air  

and 12”, 13” and 15” MacBook®.

FEATURES
• Protect your MacBook® Air or MacBook® plus an iPad® or   

iPad® mini all in one slim solution

• Easily slide computer in and out and keep it scratch free with   
plush interior lining

• Safeguard hardware with foam padded edges/edging

• Quickly access using the easy grab zipper pulls

• Durable and water-resistant Oxford materials

Thule Subterra Attaché

Durable attaché for a 13” or 15” MacBook Pro®,   

plus iPad®, documents and accessories.

FEATURES
• Protect your 13” or 15” MacBook® Pro plus an iPad® all in one solution

• Easily access and organize small accessories with front loading organization 
panel, pockets, and pen loops

• Make traveling easier by securely attaching to rolling luggage using the   
pass-through panel

• Quick access to documents or magazines through convenient back panel

• Carry comfortably with removable, padded shoulder strap

• Durable and water-resistant Oxford materials
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Thule Vectros MacBook® Bumper

Protective bumper with shock-absorbing ridges 

guards MacBook® from bumps and drops.

FEATURES
• Protective bumper case for MacBook® with Retina display

• Engineered, shock-absorbing ridges provide ultimate protection

• Beveled edges engineered to securely fit MacBook® and offer  
enhanced grip

• Easy, snap-on installation with optional scratch shields for 360° protection

• Secure closure keeps device fastened shut even if bumped or dropped

• Rubberized feet for stability, grip and airflow

Laptop Sleeves & Cases

15” MacBook Pro® Retina

13” MacBook Pro® Retina

13” MacBook Air®

11” MacBook Air®
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Always ready for life. Wherever you are and whatever you are doing, you still want to be 
in touch and in control. That’s why Thule’s stylish, secure and rugged smartphone and 
tablet cases are designed to live up to your demands.

Phone & Tablet Cases

iPhone® Cases
Slim yet rugged protection for 
your iPhone®.

iPad® Cases
Outdoor-inspired iPad® cases with 
superior protection.

 Phone & Tablet Cases 
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Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 7 Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 7 Plus Case

Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 7 Case

Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 7 Plus Case

iPhone® Cases - Line at-a-Glance iPhone® Cases - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 6 Case

Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 6 Case

Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 6 Plus Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 6 Plus Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® SE 5/5s Case

Thule Atmos X5 
iPhone® 6 Case

Thule Atmos X5 
iPhone® 6 Plus Case
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Thule Atmos X5  
iPhone® 6 Case

Waterproof case with IP68 rating ensures your phone 

is protected on any adventure.

FEATURES
• Waterproof and dustproof case with IP68 rating ensures your   

phone is protected from the elements

• Easy snap-on and snap-off case expertly engineered to ensure   
water-tight fit every time

• StratoShield screen protector delivers 5 times the impact protection 
(compared to screen alone)

• StratoShield guards against impact, scratches, glare and fingerprints  
while maintaining touch-screen responsiveness

• 2 meter drop tested: Shock-stop corners and bi-component  
armor provide exceptional protection

• Textured backpanels enhance grip

• Compatible with Touch ID™ sensor

• Easy and full access to all ports

• Removable wrist strap

iPhone® Cases

iPhone® 6

iPhone® 6 Plus

Thule Atmos X3  
iPhone® 7 Case

Extreme drop-proof protection for an iPhone® 

expertly engineered into an ultra slim case.

FEATURES
• Patent Pending Bi-Component Armor provides exceptional   

protection with minimal bulk

• Thule Tested: Shock-Stop Corner protects up to 2m drops

• FunctionPlus metal volume buttons for enhanced performance

• Grippy inlay material for secure handhold and slip resistance

• Raised bezel protects screen from scratching when phone is facedown

• Simple, snap-on installation

• Easy and full access to all ports

Thule Atmos X4  
iPhone® 7 Case

Extreme drop and screen-impact protection expertly 

engineered into an ultra slim case.

FEATURES
• Patent Pending Bi-Component Armor provides exceptional protection  

with minimal bulk

• StratoShield screen protector delivers 5 times the impact protection 
(compared to screen alone)

• StratoShield guards against impact, scratches, glare and fingerprints while 
maintaining touch-screen responsiveness

• 2 meter drop tested: Shock-stop corners and bi-component armor provide 
exceptional protection

• Textured backpanels enhance grip without added bulk

• FunctionPlus metal volume buttons for enhanced performance

• Compatible with Touch ID™ sensor

• Easy and full access to all ports

iPhone® Cases 

iPhone® 7 iPhone® 7

iPhone® 7 Plus iPhone® 7 Plus
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Thule Atmos iPad® Case     
Hardshell protective armor conveniently nests 
for uncompromised in-use performance.

FEATURES
• Dual-density, Bi-ComponentArmor provides anti-shock drop protection 

• Outer shells nest securely together for slimline handheld use with full  
access to camera, ports and controls

• Case easily flips from closed to ready-for-use in one simple motion

• Adjustable angles provide versatile viewing options and superior  
stability for Apple Pencil use

• Rubberized bumpers enhance grip and non-slip stability on lap  
or table surface

iPad® Cases

iPad® mini 4

iPad® Air 2

9.7” iPad Pro™/ 
iPad Air® 2

12.9” iPad Pro™
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Capture your active life. Thule has backpacks, daypacks, slings and toploaders to get 
you and your photo gear up the mountain or down the slope in style. With smart features 
for safe camera storage and fast access, plus customizable spaces for your essentials 
and accessories.

Camera Bags & Cases

Thule Perspektiv
This perfectly-sized contoured pack has 
easy access to crucial gear and superior 
protection for when weather takes a turn 
for the worse.

Thule Legend
Thule GoPro® cases are ideal for helping you 
capture all the action. Smart, stylish and secure 
protection, they make sure you’re always ready 
to go.

Thule Covert 
A versatile rolltop backpack for the 
urban explorer’s photo equipment and 
personal gear.

Thule Aspect
Versatile DSLR camera backpack 
provides fully customizable storage, 
quick access to gear and a comfortable 
carry in any environment.

 Camera Bags & Cases 
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Camera Bags & Cases - Line at-a-Glance

Thule Legend GoPro® Backpack Thule Legend GoPro® Sling Pack Thule Legend GoPro® Advanced Case Thule Legend GoPro® Case

Thule Legend GoPro® Backpack

“The ultimate user input”
Working with Matthias is refreshing! He provides real insight, and you can feel his excite-
ment about creating excellent products. It’s rare to collaborate with someone who has so 
many great ideas. Besides being an incredible athlete in so many different sports, he is also 
a very engaging and inspiring work partner.  

Rebecca Taylor, Thule Product Design Director

Developed and tested with Matthias Giraud
Matthias Giraud, aka Super Frenchie®, is an outstanding performer, always equipped with 
GoPro® cameras to capture live action footage that goes to the limit and beyond. Knowing 
better than anyone how unpredictable and challenging nature can be, he prepares for each 
project by examining every last detail. He makes sure all of his equipment – not just his 
parachute – is properly packed because that is the key to a successful adventure. Which 
includes keeping GoPro® cameras and accessories safe and organized.

All of this makes Matthias Giraud the ideal partner for Thule in developing and testing the 
Thule Legend bags and cases series. The objective? To design the ultimate product in terms 
of robustness, simplicity, and ease of use. Answering all the needs of pioneering athletes  
like Matthias, as well as everyday adventurers, by providing the best performing bags on  
the market.

Thule Perspektiv DaypackThule Aspect DSLR BackpackThule Covert DSLR Rolltop Backpack

Thule Legend
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Crushproof padded compartmentRemovable and rinsable 
laser cut foam pad

Integrated rear GoPro® mount

Integrated chest GoPro® mount

Thule Legend GoPro® Backpack
Streamlined GoPro® backpack with integrated mounts to 

capture your adventure from multiple angles.

Thule Legend

Thule Legend GoPro® Advanced Case

Pack up to 2 GoPro® cameras, mounts and 

accessories to capture and share life from your  

point of view.

FEATURES
• Crushproof, padded compartment holds up to 2 GoPro® cameras, Flex 

Clamp, 3-way, Gooseneck, LCD backpacks, remote control, extra batteries 
and SD cards

• Removable die-cut foam pad makes it easy to fully rinse interior clean of 
dust, mud, sand and build-up

• Lid pocket stores chargers, cables and strap mounts

• Sleek design easily fits into another bag

• Semi-hardshell construction and rugged finish ensure protection  
and secure grip

• Oversized zipper pulls provide easy access even for gloved hands

Thule Legend GoPro® Sling Pack

Sleek, lightweight sling allows you to stay active  

with up to two GoPro® cameras and accessories 

within reach.

FEATURES
• Compact sling with  padded compartment for up to 2 GoPro® cameras, 

LCD backpacks, remote control, extra batteries and SD cards

• Removable die-cut foam pad makes it easy to fully rinse interior clean of 
dust, mud, sand and build-up

• Organization panel stores chargers, cables and strap mounts

• Front compartment is ideal for mounts and personal gear

• Sleek shape and lightweight construction prevent bag from interfering  
with activities

• Oversized zipper pulls provide easy access even for gloved hands

Thule Legend
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Thule Legend GoPro® Case

A durable GoPro® case with smart organization  

for essential accessories to capture your next  

great adventure.

FEATURES
• Crushproof, padded compartment holds GoPro® camera, LCD backpack, 

remote control, extra batteries and SD cards

• Removable die-cut foam pad makes it easy to fully rinse interior clean of 
dust, mud, sand and build-up

• Lid pocket stores chargers, cables and strap mounts

• Sleek design easily fits into another bag

• Semi-hardshell construction and rugged finish ensure protection and 
secure grip

• Oversized zipper pulls provide easy access even for gloved hands

Thule Legend

Thule Covert DSLR Rolltop Backpack
A versatile rolltop backpack for the urban explorer’s photo 

equipment and personal gear.

Thule Covert

Durable and water-
resistant, two-tone 
Oxford material

SafeZone removable 
camera pod system 
with dual density 
padded bottom

Fits up to prosumer 
DSLR body with 
attached ultra-wide-
angle lens

Fits a 15” MacBook Pro® 
plus an iPad®

Multiple tripod 
carrying options

Spacious rolltop
compartment for 
personal items

Zip-out divider separates top and bottom 
compartments. Unzip to transform pack into 
one large unit for maximum capacity
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Thule Perspektiv

Thule Perspektiv Backpack

This perfectly-sized contoured pack 

has easy access to crucial gear 

and superior protection for when 

weather takes a turn for the worse. 

FEATURES
• Cloudburst construction with welded and  

taped critical seams, water-repellant fabric and 
YKK RCPU zippers provides a first line of  
weather defense 

• Removable SafeZone pod system for camera 
provides advanced protection for fragile gear and 
a modular option that easily fits into a hotel safe

• Fits up to prosumer DSLR body with attached 
ultra-wide-angle lens

• Customizable storage (2-4 lenses, flash)

Thule Aspect DSLR Backpack
Versatile DSLR camera backpack provides fully customizable 

storage, quick access to gear and a comfortable carry in   

any environment.

Thule Aspect

Protects up to a 15.6” 
laptop and iPad® in 
the padded back 
compartment

Enhanced carry support
from the adjustable 
sternum strap

Quick access to 
keys, wallet and 
smaller items 
through zippered  
hipbelt pockets

Customizable padded storage to protect 
your DSLR camera and multiple lenses, flash 
or other equipment

Easily carry a tripod with 
convenient storage on 
side panel

Store your personal gear in 
the spacious compartment 
with multiple pockets

Find the full camera bags assortment at thule.com
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Product Name Thule Guidepost 
85L Men’s 

Thule Guidepost 
75L Men’s

Thule Guidepost 
75L Women’s

Thule Guidepost 
65L Men’s 

Thule Guidepost 
65L Women’s

Thule Versant 
70L Men´s 

Thule Versant 
70L Women´s

Thule Versant 
60L Men´s 

Thule Versant 
60L Women´s

Thule Versant 
50L Men´s 

Thule Versant 
50L Women´s

SKU No

Colour

222000
Obsidian

222100
Obsidian
222101

Poseidon

222102
Monument

222103
Bordeaux

222200
Obsidian
222201

Poseidon

222202
Monument

222203
Bordeaux

211100
Bing

211104
Mikado
211105
Fjord

211103
Bing

211102
Fjord

211200
Bing

211201
Mikado
211204
Fjord

211203
Bing

211202
Fjord

211300
Bing

211301
Mikado
211304
Fjord

211303
Bing

211302
Fjord

Gender Male Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Usage Extended trip 
Extended trip/
Multi day trip

Extended trip/
Multi day trip

Multi day trip/
Overnight

Multi day trip/
Overnight

Extended trip/
Multi Day trip

Extended trip/
Multi Day trip

Multi day trip/
Overnight

Multi day trip/
Overnight

Multi day trip/
Overnight

Multi day trip/
Overnight

Materials
210D Nylon | 420D 

Robic Ripstop 
Nylon

210D Nylon | 420D 
Robic Ripstop 

Nylon 

210D Nylon | 420D 
Robic Ripstop 

Nylon 

210D Nylon | 420D 
Robic Ripstop 

Nylon 

210D Nylon | 420D 
Robic Ripstop 

Nylon 

420D Cordura™ 
Nylon | 100D 

Cordura™ Nylon

420D Cordura™ 
Nylon | 100D 

Cordura™ Nylon

420D Cordura™ 
Nylon | 100D 

Cordura™ Nylon

420D Cordura™ 
Nylon | 100D 

Cordura™ Nylon

420D Cordura™ 
Nylon | 100D 

Cordura™ Nylon

420D Cordura™ 
Nylon | 100D 

Cordura™ Nylon

Capacity 85L 75L 75L 65L 65L 70L 70L 60L 60L 50L 50L

Height 90 cm 85 cm 80 cm 85 cm 80 cm 73 cm 72 cm 71 cm 70 cm 69 cm 68 cm

Width 32 cm 32 cm 32 cm 32 cm 32 cm 40 cm 40 cm 38 cm 38 cm 38 cm 38 cm

Depth 36 cm 36 cm 36 cm 34 cm 33 cm 34 cm 34 cm 34 cm 34 cm 34 cm 34 cm

Weight 2.7 kg 2.6 kg 2.4 kg 2.5 kg 2.3 kg 1.9 kg 1.8 kg 1.9 kg 1.8 kg 1.8 kg 1.8 kg

Warranty 3 years 3 years  3 years 3 years  3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years 

Backpacking and Travel Backpacks - Technical Specifications

 Technical Specifications
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Product Name Thule Capstone 
50L Men’s 

Thule Capstone 
50L Women’s

Thule Capstone 
40L Men’s 

Thule Capstone 
40L Women’s

Thule Capstone 
32L Men’s 

Thule Capstone 
32L Women’s

Thule Capstone 
22L Men’s 

Thule Capstone 
22L Women’s 

Thule Stir 35L 
Men´s 

Thule Stir 35L 
Women´s 

Thule Stir 20L 
Men´s/Women´s

Thule Stir 15L 
Men´s/Women´s

SKU No

Colour

223100
Obsidian
223101
Atlantic
223102

Slickrock

223103
Atlantic
223104

Deep Teal

223200
Obsidian
223201
Atlantic
223202
Slickrock

223203
Atlantic
223204

Deep Teal

224100
Obsidian
224101
Atlantic
224102

Slickrock

224103
Atlantic
224104

Deep Teal

M/L
205100
Obsidian
205101
Atlantic
205102

Slickrock

S/M
205103
Obsidian
205104
Atlantic
205105
Slickrock

S/M 
205106
Atlantic
205107

Depp Teal

XS/S
205108
Atlantic
205109

Depp Teal

211400
Dark Shadow

211401
Roarange

211402
Fjord

211403
Roarange

211500
Dark Shadow

211501
Roarange

211502
Fjord

211600
Dark Shadow

211601
Roarange

211602
Fjord

Gender Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male/Female Male/Female

Usage
Overnight/
Day Hike

Overnight/
Day Hike

Overnight/
Day Hike

Overnight/
Day Hike

Day Hike Day Hike Day Hike Day Hike Day Trip Day Trip Day Trip Day Trip

Materials
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon  
210D Robic Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 

210D Robic™ 
Nylon | 70D 

Cordura™ Nylon

210D Robic™ 
Nylon | 70D 

Cordura™ Nylon

210D Robic™ 
Nylon | 70D 

Cordura™ Nylon

210D Robic™ 
Nylon | 70D 

Cordura™ Nylon

Capacity 50L 50L 40L 40L 32L 32L 22L 22L 35L 35L 20L 15L

Height 74 cm 69 cm 73 cm 68 cm 58 cm 53 cm 53 cm 48 cm 61 cm 57 cm 52 cm 46 cm

Width 33 cm 33 cm 33 cm 33 cm 33 cm 33 cm 27 cm 27 cm 28 cm 28 cm 21 cm 19 cm

Depth 28 cm 28 cm 26 cm 26 cm 26 cm 26 cm 24 cm 24 cm 29 cm 29 cm 25 cm 22 cm

Weight 1.4 kg 1.4 kg 1.3 kg 1.3 kg 1.1 kg 1.1 kg 0.88 kg 0.84 kg 1 kg 1 kg 0.5 kg 0.3 kg

Warranty 3 years 3 years 3 years  3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years 3 years  3 years 3 years 3 years 

Hiking Backpacks - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Sapling Elite 
Child Carrier

Thule Sapling Child 
Carrier

SKU No

Colour

210102
Dark Shadow/Slate

210105
Slate/Cobalt

210202
Dark Shadow/Slate

210205
Slate/Cobalt

Gender Female/Male Male/Female

Usage Bring My Kid Bring My Kid 

Materials
210D Cordura™ Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 
210D Cordura™ Nylon 

| 420D Nylon 

Height 73 cm 73 cm

Width 31 cm 31 cm

Depth 35 cm 35 cm

Weight 3.6 kg 3.3 kg

Warranty 3 years 3 years 

Product Name Thule Upslope 35L Thule Upslope 20L

SKU No

Colour

209100
Black/Dark Shadow

209101
Dark Shadow/Roarange

209201
Dark Shadow/Roarange

209200
Black/Dark Shadow

Gender Male/Female Male/Female

Usage Winter Sport Winter Sport

Materials 420D Cordura™ Nylon 420D Cordura™ Nylon 

Height 56 cm 49 cm

Width 31 cm 26 cm

Depth 36 cm 30 cm

Weight 1.38 kg 0.8 kg

Warranty 3 years 3 years 

Child Carrier Backpacks - Technical Specifications Ski & Snowboard Backpacks - Technical Specifications

Luggage & Duffels - Technical SpecificationsLuggage & Duffels - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Crossover 
56L Rolling Duffel

Thule Crossover 
87L Rolling Duffel

Thule Crossover 
Carry-on 22”/56cm

Thule Crossover 
Rolling 22”/58cm 

Upright with Suiter

Thule Crossover 40L 
Duffel Pack

SKU No

Colour

32010923
Black

32010931
Dark Blue

32010943
Black

32010951
Dark Blue

32015031
Dark Blue
32015021

Black

32017421
Black

32010823
Black

TCDP-1FTH
Blue

External height 64 cm 79 cm 56 cm 58 cm 52.5 cm

External length 38 cm 44 cm 38.5 cm 39 cm 38.5 cm

External depth 32.5 cm 42 cm 21 cm 23 cm 30.5 cm

Weight 3.5 kg 4.3 kg 3.5 kg 4.47 kg 1.2 kg

Capacity 56L 87L 38L 45L 41L

Materials Dobby Nylon Dobby Nylon Dobby Nylon Dobby Nylon Dobby Nylon 

Warranty 5 years 5 years  5 years  5 years 2 years 

Product Name
Thule Subterra 

Carry-On 
55cm/22”

Thule Subterra 
Luggage 

55cm/22”

Thule Subterra 
Luggage 

70cm/28”

Thule Subterra 
Carry-On 40L

Thule Subterra 
Backpack 34L

SKU No

Colour

3203448
Ember

3203446
Dark Shadow

3203447
Mineral

3203449
Dark Shadow

3203450
Mineral

3203452
Mineral

3203451
Dark Shadow

3203443
Dark Shadow

3203445
Ember

3203444
Mineral

3203441
Mineral

3203442
Ember

3203440
Dark Shadow

External height 55 cm 55 cm 70 cm 55 cm 52 cm

External length 35 cm 37 cm 40 cm 35 cm 31 cm

External depth 20 cm 36 cm 35 cm 21 cm 23 cm

Weight 3.1 kg 3.4 kg 4.1 kg 1.6 kg 1.2 kg

Capacity 36L 56L 75L 40L 34L

Materials 800D Nylon 800D Nylon 800D Nylon 800D Nylon 800D Nylon 

Warranty 5 years 5 years  5 years  5 years  5 years 
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Product Name Thule Chasm 
Small 40L

Thule Chasm 
Medium 70L

Thule Chasm 
Large 90L

Thule Chasm 
X-Large 130L

SKU No

Colour

221104
Bluegrass

221101
Black

221102
Poseidon
221103

Roarange

221202
Poseidon
221201
Black

221203
Roarange
221204

Bluegrass

221301
Black

221303
Roarange
221302

Poseidon
221304

Bluegrass

221403
Roarange
221401
Black

221402
Poseidon

External height 25 cm 31 cm 33.5 cm 42 cm

External length 32 cm 40 cm 42 cm 47 cm

External depth 56 cm 69 cm 74 cm 86 cm

Weight 1.3 kg 1.7 kg 1.9 kg 2.3 kg

Capacity 40L 70L 90L 130L

Materials
Phthalate-free TPE 

laminate with a 1000D 
nylon base 

Phthalate-free TPE 
laminate with a 1000D 

nylon base 

Phthalate-free TPE 
laminate with a 1000D 

nylon base 

Phthalate-free TPE 
laminate with a 1000D 

nylon base 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 

Luggage & Duffels - Technical Specifications

Product Name
Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Adventure Touring 

Pannier Large

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Adventure Touring 

Pannier Small

Thule Commuter 
Backpack

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Commuter Pannier

SKU No

Colour

100005
Black

100060
Zinnia

100006
Black

100065
Zinnia

100070
Black

100010
Black

100011
Mars

Volume 27L 15,5L 24L 18L

Weight 1.5 kg 1.3 kg 1.1 kg 1.5 kg

Dimensions HxWxD 60x30x17 51x29x12 48x38x17 59x40x14

Waterproof IPX5 IPX5 IPX4 IPX5 

Materials Non-PVC Non-PVC 
Cordura-like 
nylon 500D

High tenacity TPU 
coated nylon (PVC 

Free) 

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 

Miscellaneous Sold in singles. Sold in singles. - Sold in singles. 

Panniers & Bike Bags - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Shield Seat 
Bag Large

Thule Shield Seat 
Bag Small

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Seat Bag

Thule Shield 
Handlebar Bag

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Trunk Bag

Thule Shield 
Pannier Large

Thule Shield 
Pannier Small

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Tote

SKU No

Colour

100053
Black

100051
Black

100013
Black

100056
Black

100055
Black

100062
Cobalt

100063
Chartreuse

100072
Black

100075
Black

100066
Cobalt

100067
Chartreuse

100003
Mars

100007
Black

Volume 1.0L 0.7L 0.75L 10L 11L 24L 14L 26.5L

Weight 0.14 kg 0.11 kg 0.14 kg 0.95 kg 0.55 kg 1 kg 0.9 kg 1.27 kg

Dimensions HxWxD 9x25x11 7x22x11 17x9x10 19x25x16 36.5x32.5x14 43x33x15 31x25x14 40x30x20

Waterproof IP54 IP54 Water resistant IP54 IPX4 IP54 IP54 Water resistant 

Materials Non-P PVC Non-P PVC Non-PVC 
Non-P PVC, 
plastic, steel

High tenacity TPU 
coated nylon (PVC 

Free) 

Non-P PVC, 
plastic, steel

Non-P PVC, 
plastic, steel

Non-PVC 

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Miscellaneous - - -

For use with Thule Handlebar 

Mounts (#100084 - included - or 

#100037 - sold separately).

- Sold in pairs Sold in pairs -

Panniers & Bike Bags - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Tour Rack Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Basket

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Side Frames

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Pannier Magnet+At-

tachment

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Rack Adapter Bracket 

Magnet

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Rail Extender Kit

SKU No

Colour

100090
Black

100050
Black

100017 100039 100038 100044

Volume - 26.5L - - - -

Weight 1.1 kg 1.2 kg 0.43 kg - - -

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years

Load capacity

Front: 10 kg top/3 
kg side

Rear: 11 kg top/10 
kg side 

- - - - -

Materials Aluminium/Plastic Aluminium/Plastic Aluminium/Plastic - - -

Racks & Baskets - Technical Specifications
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Product Name Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Handlebar Mount

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Bike Wallet

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Handlebar Bag

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
iPad/Map Sleeve

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Basic Handlebar Bag

Thule Single 
Handlebar Mount

Thule Smartphone 
Bike Mount

Thule Pack ’n Pedal 
Light Holder

SKU No

Colour

100037 100004
Black

100012
Black

100014
Black

100080
Black

100084
Black

100087
Black

100083
Black

Volume - 1.25L 6.5L 1.5L 9L - - -

Weight 0.34 kg 0.29 kg 0.66 kg 0.314 kg 0.57 kg 0.15 kg 0.22 kg 0.084 kg

Load capacity - - - - - 3 kg - -

Dimensions HxWxD - 18x14x5 24x21x15 21x26x2 37x26x17 - - -

Waterproof - IPX4 with Rain Cover IPX4 with Rain Cover IPX4 IPX4 - - -

Materials Aluminium/Plastic Non-PVC Non-PVC Non-PVC 
High tenacity TPU 
coated nylon (PVC 

Free) 
Aluminium/Plastic Aluminium/Plastic -

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 5 years 

Miscellaneous -

For use with Thule Handlebar 

Mounts (#100084 or #100037, 

sold separately). 

-

For use with Thule Handlebar 

Mounts (#100084 or #100037, 

sold separately). Tablet 

sold separately. 

For use with Thule Handlebar 

Mounts (#100084 or #100037, 

sold separately). 

-

For use with Thule Handlebar 

Mounts (#100084 or #100037, 

sold separately). 

Phone sold separately. 

For use with Thule Handlebar 

Mounts (#100084 or #100037, 

sold separately). Light sold 

separately. 

Handlebar Products - Technical Specifications Bike Travel Cases - Technical Specifications Ski, Boot & Snowboard Bags - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule RoundTrip Pro Thule RoundTrip 
Transition 

Thule RoundTrip 
Traveler

Thule RoundTrip Boot 
Backpack

Thule RoundTrip 
Double Ski Roller

Thule RoundTrip 
Double Snowboard 

Roller

Thule RoundTrip 
Single Ski Carrier

Thule RoundTrip 
Single Snowboard 

Carrier

SKU No

Colour

100501
Black/Cobalt

100502 
Black

100503
Black/Cobalt

205101
Black/Slate

205102
Black/Cobalt

205103
Black/Roarange

205401
Black/Slate

205402
Black/Cobalt

205501
Black/Slate

205201
Black/Slate

205202
Black/Cobalt

205301
Black/Slate

205302 
Black/Cobalt

External depth 30 cm 39 cm 38 cm 37 cm 32 cm 32 cm 20 cm 30 cm

External height 85 cm 90 cm 78 cm 49 cm 19 cm 19 cm 15 cm 14 cm

Length (cm) 126 cm 137 cm 131 cm 33 cm 195 cm 170 cm 195 cm 170 cm

Weight (kg) 8.6 kg 15.8 kg 7.7 kg 1.14 kg 3.62 kg 3.22 kg 1.61 kg 1.53 kg

Volume (l) - - - 57L 119L 103L 59L 51L

Warranty 5 years 5 years 5 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 
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Laptop Backpacks - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Paramount 29L 
Backpack 

Thule Paramount 24L 
Backpack

Thule Paramount 27L 
Backpack

Thule Crossover 25L 
Backpack 

Thule Crossover 32L 
Backpack

Thule Crossover 21L 
Backpack

Thule Crossover 
Sling Pack

Thule EnRoute  
Escort 2 Backpack

Thule EnRoute  
Blur 2 Backpack

Thule EnRoute 
Triumph 2 Backpack

SKU No

Colour

32020361
Black

32020351
Black

32020371
Black

32019891
Black

32019901
Cobalt

32019911
Black

3201751
Black

32019931
Black

32019941
Cobalt

32028871
Black

3202889 
Black

3203202 
Monument
3203203 
Poseidon

3202893 
Black

3203387 
Monument
3203207 
Poseidon
3203385 
Mikado

External height 51.1 cm 52.1 cm 49.5 cm 48 cm 47 cm 45.5 cm 41.9 cm 45 cm 46 cm 44 cm

External length 31 cm 29.5 cm 30 cm 32 cm 31.5 cm 30 cm 29.5 cm 31 cm 29 cm 31 cm

External depth 26.9 cm 25.4 cm 32 cm 26.9 cm 31 cm 29 cm 22.1 cm 35 cm 33 cm 29 cm

Laptop compartment 
height 36.4 cm 36.4 cm 36.4 cm 26.7 cm 26.7 cm 24.9 cm 23.1 cm 26.7 cm 26.7 cm 24.9 cm

Laptop compartment 
length 24.9 cm 24.9 cm 24.9 cm 38.5 cm 38.5 cm 36.4 cm 33 cm 38.5 cm 38.5 cm 36.4 cm

Laptop compartment 
depth   2.4 cm 2.4 cm 2.4 cm 3.1 cm 3.1 cm 2.4 cm 2.8 cm 4.4 cm 4.4 cm 2.4 cm

Weight 1.08 kg 0.98 kg 1.04 kg 0.88 kg 1 kg 1.09 kg 0.67 kg 1.26 kg 0.98 kg 0.82 kg

Capacity 29L 24L 27L 25L 32L 21L 17L 27L 24L 21L

Materials Nylon Nylon Nylon Dobby Nylon Dobby Nylon Dobby Nylon Dobby Nylon Nylon Nylon Nylon 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 

Laptop Backpacks - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule EnRoute 
18L Backpack

Thule EnRoute 
13L Backpack

Thule Subterra 
Backpack 30L

Thule Subterra 
Backpack 25L 

Thule Subterra 
Backpack 23L

SKU No

Colour

3203432 
Black

3203435 
Monarch
3203433 
Mikado

3203428 
Black

3203431 
Monarch
3203429 
Mikado

3203417
Dark Shadow

3203419
Ember

3203418
Mineral

3203037
Dark Shadow

3203209
Sand

3203438
Mineral

3203439
Ember

3203437
Dark Shadow

External height 44 cm 42 cm 50 cm 47 cm 50 cm

External length 27 cm 25 cm 33 cm 33 cm 31 cm

External depth 23 cm 20 cm 23 cm 28 cm 22 cm

Laptop compartment 
height 35.9 cm 34.3 cm 38.5 cm 24.9 cm 38.5 cm

Laptop compartment 
length 24.9 cm 23.1 cm 26.5 cm 36.4 cm 26.5 cm

Laptop compartment 
depth   2.7 cm 2.2 cm 3.1 cm 2.4 cm 3.1 cm

Weight 0.62 kg 0.54 kg 1.2 kg 0.99 kg 0.9 kg

Capacity 29L 24L 30L 25L 23L

Materials Nylon Nylon 800D Nylon Dobby Nylon 800D Nylon  

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 
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Laptop Bags, Sleeves & Cases - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Subterra 
Laptop Bag

Thule Subterra 
Attaché

Thule Subterra 
Sleeve

SKU No

Colour

3203427 (15,6”)
Dark Shadow

3203424 (13”)
Dark Shadow

3203425 (15”)
Dark Shadow

3203420 (11”)
Dark Shadow
3203421 (12”)
Dark Shadow

3203422 (13”)
Dark Shadow

3203423 (15”)
Dark Shadow

External height 32 cm  25/27 cm 22/22.5/26/27.5 cm

External length 42 cm 36/40 cm 32.5/30.5/35/38 cm

External depth 10 cm 6/7 cm 3/3/3/3 cm

Internal height 26.5 cm 22.7/24.7 cm 19.2/19.7/22.7/24.7 cm

Internal length 38.5 cm 32.5/35.9 cm 30/28.1/32.5/35.9 cm

Internal depth 2.4 cm 1.8/1.8 cm 1.7/1.3/1.8/1.8 cm

Weight 0.8 kg 0.5/0.6 kg 0,2/03 kg

Materials 800D Nylon 800D Nylon 800D Nylon 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 

Product Name
Thule Vectros 

11” MacBook Air® 
Bumper

Thule Vectros 
13” MacBook Air® 

Bumper

Thule Vectros 13” 
MacBook Pro® 
Retina Bumper

Thule Vectros 15” 
MacBook Pro® 
Retina Bumper

SKU No

Colour

32029751
Black

32029741
Black

32028731
Black

32030311
Black

External height 19.8 cm 23.3 cm 22.4 cm 25.5 cm

External length 30.8 cm 33.4 cm 32 cm 36.6 cm

External depth 2.6 cm 2.6 cm 2.6 cm 3 cm

Internal height 19.2 cm 22.7 cm 21.9 cm 24.7 cm

Internal length 30 cm 0.7 cm 31.4 cm 35.9 cm

Internal depth 0.7 cm 32.5 cm 1.8 cm 1.8 cm

Weight 0.36 kg 0.41 kg 0.31 kg 0.32 kg

Materials Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 

Product Name Thule Atmos X5 
iPhone® 6 Case

Thule Atmos X5 
iPhone® 6+ Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 5/5s Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 6 Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 6 Plus Case

Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 6 Case

Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 6 Plus Case

SKU No

Colour

3203212
Black

3203213
White/Dark Shadow

3203214
Floro/Dark Shadow

3203215
Black 

3203216
 White/Dark Shadow

3203217
Floro/Dark Shadow

32019331
Black

32019341
Blue/Dark Shadow

32019351
White/Dark Shadow

32028741
Black

32028771
White/Dark Shadow

32028751
Blue/Dark Shadow

32028781
Dark Shadow/Floro

32028761
White/Orchid

32028791
White/Orange

32028801
Black

32028821
White/Dark Shadow

32028811
Blue/Dark Shadow

32028841
Dark Shadow/Floro

32028831
White/Orchid

32028851
White/Orange

32029612
Black

32029622
White/Dark Shadow

32029632
Fiery Coral/

Dark Shadow

32030212
Black

32030222 
White/Dark Shadow

32030232
Fiery Coral/

Dark Shadow

External height 15 cm 16.9 cm 12.9 cm 14.3 cm 16.3 cm 14.3 cm 16.3 cm

External length 7.8 cm 9 cm 6.6 cm 7.5 cm 8.6 cm 7.5 cm 8.6 cm

External depth 1.7 cm 1.7 cm 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm 1.1 cm 1.2 cm

Weight 0.091 kg 0.114 kg 0.02 kg 0.03 kg 0.04 kg 0.04 kg 0.06 kg

Materials Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 

Product Name Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 7 Case

Thule Atmos X4 
iPhone® 7+ Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 7 Case

Thule Atmos X3 
iPhone® 7+ Case

SKU No

Colour

3203476
Fiery Coral/

Dark Shadow
3203474

Black
3203475

White/Dark Shadow

3203478
White/Dark Shadow

3203479
Fiery Coral/

Dark Shadow
3203477

Black

3203468
Black

3203470
Fiery Coral/

Dark Shadow
3203469

White/Dark Shadow

3203473
Fiery Coral/

Dark Shadow
3203471

Black
3203472

White/Dark Shadow

External height 14.3 cm 16.3 cm 14.3 cm 16.3 cm

External length 7.5 cm 8.6 cm 7.5 cm 8.6 cm

External depth 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm

Weight 0.04 kg 0.04 kg 0.04 kg 0.05 kg

Materials Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 

iPhone® Cases - Technical Specifications
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iPad® Cases - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Atmos X3 for 
iPad® Air 2

Thule Atmos X3 for 
iPad® mini 4

Thule Atmos for 
12.9” iPad Pro™

Thule Atmos for 
9.7” iPad Pro™/

iPad Air® 2
SKU No

Colour

32029902
Black

 3203237 
Black

3203096
Dark Shadow

3203399
Dark Shadow

External height 24.7 cm  21 cm 31.5 cm 24.8 cm

External length 19.2 cm 15.9 cm 24.6 cm 18.7 cm

External depth 1.6 cm 1.6 cm 1.7 cm 1.5 cm

Internal height 24 cm 20.3 cm 30.5 cm 24 cm

Internal length 17 cm 13.5 cm 22.06 cm 16.9 cm

Internal depth 0.7 cm 0.6 cm 0.69 cm 0.61 cm

Weight 0.35 kg 0.24 kg 0.953 kg 0.55 kg

Materials Polycarbonate Polycarbonate Polycarbonate + TPE Polycarbonate + TPE 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 

Camera Bags & Cases - Technical Specifications

Product Name Thule Legend 
GoPro® Backpack

Thule Legend 
GoPro® Case

Thule Legend 
GoPro® Advanced 

Case

Thule Legend 
GoPro® Sling Pack

SKU No

Colour

32031021
Black

32030521
Black

32030531
Black

32031011
Black

External height 49.5 cm 15 cm 24 cm 34.5 cm

External length 36 cm 21 cm 36 cm 21.5 cm

External depth 16.5 cm 8 cm 8.5 cm 9 cm

Internal height - 3.5 cm 3.5 cm -
Internal length - 18.5 cm 34.5 cm -
Internal depth - 12.5 cm 21.5 cm -
Weight 1.70 kg 0.24 kg 0.53 kg 0.51 kg

Materials Nylon EVA Foam EVA Foam Nylon 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 2 years 

Product Name Thule Covert DSLR 
Rolltop Backpack

Thule Aspect 
DSLR Backpack

Thule Perspektiv
Backpack

SKU No

Colour

32016751
Black

3203410
Black

32016751
Black

External height 54 cm 52 cm 50 cm

External length 20 cm 30 cm 26.9 cm

External depth 45 cm 22 cm 22.6 cm

Internal height 26 cm - 24.1 cm

Internal length 27 cm - 29 cm

Internal depth 11 cm - 15 cm

Weight 2.26 kg 1.4 kg 1.3 kg

Materials Nylon Nylon Nylon 

Warranty 2 years 2 years 2 years 

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Bring your life
Thule was established in Sweden in 1942. And ever since then, we've made it our business to bring you 
closer to the world and your passion for life. We are an international group of people united by our own 
passion for helping active families and outdoor enthusiasts.

Thule helps you transport anything you care for safely, easily and in style so that you are free to 
live your active life. We believe in the value of an active life – whether you're in the city or the great 
outdoors. For our own health and happiness as human beings, and ultimately for the respect and care 
we then give to the world around us.

Whatever your passion, whatever your pursuit. Wherever you're going, whatever you're bringing. With 
Thule, you're free to live your active life to the full.

www.thule.com

www.hebalyauto.hu
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Thule Sweden AB
Box 69, SE-330 33 Hillerstorp, Sweden.
Tel +46 370-255 00, Fax +46 370-229 08.
www.thule.com
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